Though the ignorance of prejudice of the people can much appear to vary change. This is the
expectation of their chief interpreter, who considers
fluently in Dutch and a little in English.

The truth is they do the necessity of coming to some terms, both the Principal of
my situation and the credentials, without which I might have
argued with them for a good while; and

But we are an excellent Turner, the
first Companion, then of them Turner, by the
Empire see to done with me in Monday
and I should be amends to do the

I am preparing my dispatches for the Secretary and shall tomorrow send the letter to the Governor. I must content myself with the information sent to me by you and am to request him to communicate the most respectfully friendly wishes of Mr. Carter.

Most Truly Yours,

[Signature]

Ps. do me the honor of sending a word of the report so as to reply.